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AUDIT OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION'S 
CYBER THREAT PRIORITIZATION 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY* 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) investigates domestic cyber 
attacks by criminals, overseas adversaries, and terrorists. In October 2015, FBI 
Director James B. Corney, Jr. testified that the FBI continues to see an increase in 
the scale of cyber activity as measured by the amount of data stolen or deleted and 
cited the Office of Personnel Management intrusion as one prominent example. 1 

Protecting the United States against cyber-based attacks and high-technology 
crimes is the FBI's number three priority, behind counterterrorism and 
counterintelligence. Additiona lly, according to the FBI, computer intrusions 
involving national security are the FBI Cyber Division's highest investigative 
priority. 

Once a year, the FBI goes through a process to establish its most severe and 
substantial threats. 2 This process, known as Threat Review and Prioritization 
(TRP}, intends to direct the allocation of resources to address the highest rated 
threats. For this audit, we examined how the FBI prioritized cyber threats from FY 
2014 through FY 2016. While we view the FBI's efforts to prioritize threats across 
the enterprise as a vital step in the mit igation process, we believe that TRP's 
subjective terminology is a substantial weakness in the FBI's efforts at prioritizing 
cyber threats. Because the criteria used in the TRP process are subjective and 
open to interpretation, we determined that the FBI's TRP process does not prioritize 
cyber threats in an objective, data-driven, reproducible, and auditable manner. We 
believe that the Cyber Division's threat prioritization process should use an 
algorithmic, objective, and data-driven methodology; and should produce auditable 
rankings. Furthermore, we believe that because the TRP is a subjective process, 
cyber threats that require the greatest resources may not receive the highest 
priority. In addition, because TRP is conducted annually, we found that TRP may 
not be agile enough to identify emerging cyber threats in a timely manner. 

* The full version of this report contains classified and other information that If released 
publicly could compromise national security Interests and the Federal Bureau of Investlgation's 
operations. To create this public version of the report, the Office of the Inspector General redacted 
(blacked out) portions of the full report. 

1 James B. Corney, Jr., Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, before the Homeland 
Security Committee, U.S. House of Representatives, concerning 'Worldwide Threats and Homeland 
Security Challenges', (October 21, 2015), https://www.fbl.gov/news/testfmony/worldwlde-threats
and~hometand-security-challenges (accessed March 11, 2016). 

2 In this report we use the term "threat" and we Intend It to be synonymous wit h " threat set" 
and "threat issue." The FBI Cyber Div•sion uses the term "threat set" to refer to a specific threat actor 
Intrusion, which may be comprised of one or more actors but assoctated as one. Enterprise-wide, the 
FBI Threat Review and Prioritization process uses the term "threat lssue" or " threat" to refer to a 
specific threat topic within a subprogram Identified with an actor type and activity type or 
vulnerability. 



However, we also found that the FBI Cyber Division has made progress in 
developing and utilizing a data-driven, objective methodology to augment the TRP 
process. That model, named the Threat Examination and Scoping (TExAS) tool, 
uses a weighted algorithm to prioritize cyber threats based on specific data, rather 
than on subjective determinations as used in the TRP process. 

Further implementation of TExAS has been hampered by the lack of written 
policies and procedures outlining who should enter the data and how the data 
should be used to inform the Cyber Division's TRP process. While the Cyber 
Division has not developed written policies and procedures outlining who should 
enter the data and how the data should be used in conjunction with TRP, we found 
the data driven requirement of TExAS to be beneficial in the prioritization of 
threats. We also found that entering data into TExAS is time consuming because it 
is not integrated with Sentinel, the FBI's case management system. If the FBI 
achieves the intended integration with Sentinel, TExAS can be updated more 
frequently than once a year. With more frequently refreshed data, we believe that 
TExAS, or a system of similar ability, has the potential to provide a current picture 
of the cyber threat landscape, including emerging cyber threats as well as known 
threats that are adapting techniques, tactics, and procedures that receive little 
emphasis in the annual FBI TRP process. While we believe that the development of 
the TExAS tool is not fully mature and the results it produces are only as good as 
the data entered into it, we believe the use of the TExAS tool represents a best 
practice that could streamline and improve the prioritization within the Cyber 
Division, and potentially across other FBI programmatic areas as well. 

As a related matter, we found, and the FBI acknowledged, that it is not 
currently possible to track the resources allocated to each cyber threat because the 
FBI's existing Time Utilization and Record Keeping (TURK) system tracks resource 
utilization by case classification, but not by threat. Because the FBI cannot track 
resources dedicated to each threat, it cannot ensure that resources are being 
applied to threats appropriately. Additionally, without the ability to track the time 
agents spend by threat, the FBI cannot be sure that it is aligning its cyber 
resources to its highest priority threats, a vital capability for a threat-driven 
organization in the current cyber climate. 

This report contains two recommendations to assist the FBI in cyber threat 
prioritization and cyber resource allocation to address this significant and growing 
threat to our national security. 
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AUDIT OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION'S 
CYBER THREAT PRIORITIZATION 

INTRODUCTION 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) investigates domestic cyber 
attacks by criminals, overseas adversaries, and terrorists. The FBI Director 
recently testified that the FBI continues to see an increase in the scale of cyber 
activity that can be measured by the amount of data stolen or deleted and cited the 
Office of Personnel Management intrusion as one prominent example. 3 Protecting 
the United States against cyber-based attacks and high-technology crimes is the 
FBI's number three priority, behind counterterrorism and counterintelligence. 

The FBI has found that the range of actors conducting cyber-based attacks 
include spies from nation-states who seek secrets and intellectual property; 
organized criminals who want to steal personal identities and money; terrorists 
intent on attacking the power grid, water supply, or other infrastructure; and 
"hacktivists" who are politically motivated to make a statement through their 
conduct. The FBI investigates all of these types of attacks to determine the actors 
responsible for the intrusions. 

Background 

The strategic objective of the FBI's Cyber Division is to proactively identify, 
pursue, and defeat cyber threat perpetrators while protecting the freedom, privacy, 
and civil liberties of U.S. persons. In October 2012, as part of its Next Generation 
Cyber Initiative, the FBI's Cyber Division was restructured to focus solely on 
computer intrusions, including combating cyber-based terrorism, hostile foreign 
intelligence operations conducted over the internet, and criminal computer 
intrusions. 4 The FBI transferred responsibility for the investigation of crimes not 
focused on intrusions, such as child pornography and internet money laundering, 
from the Cyber Division to the Criminal Investigative Division. This shift was 
intended to allow the FBI Cyber Division to sharpen its focus on intrusions into 
government and private computer networks. 

According to the FBI, computer intrusion matters Involving national security 
are the highest priority matters investigated by the FBI Cyber Division. National 
security computer intrusion matters are intrusions or attempted intrusions into any 
computer or information system that may compromise the confidentiality, integrity, 

3 James B. Comey, Jr., Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, before the Homeland 
Security Committee, U.S. House of Representatives, concerning 'Worldwide Threats and Homeland 
Security Challenges', (October 21, 2015), https://www.fbl.gov/news/testlmony/worldwldeMthreats
andMhomejaod-securltv-challenges (accessed March 11, 2016) . 

4 See U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, Audit of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation's Implementation of Its Next Generation Cyber Initiative, Audit Report 15-29 (July 
2015). 
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or availability of critical infrastructure data, components, or systems (e.g., cyber 
national security incidents or threats to the national Information infrastructure} by 
or on behalf of a foreign power, or an agent of a to Include 

nated international terrorist 

In FY 2015, to ensure t hat the highest ranked threats are efficiently 
investigated, the Cyber Division implemented its Cyber Threat Team (CIT} model. 
A err focuses on the investigation of and operatlons against a specific national 
security threat. Each CTT is comprised of lead field office, called a Strategic Threat 
Execution office, up to five field offices assisting in specific aspects of the threat 
called Tactical Threat Execution offices, and a Cyber Division headquarters threat 

The err bears t he responsi for the .,.r ... ~"'''"" 
intjelli1r1erlce for its a ned threat. 

The intention of the Cyber Division 's err model is to facilitate the allocation 
of resources to cyber national security threats, increase efficiency in addressing 
those threats, and facilitate the development of subject matter expertise within 
various field offices. Additionally, the CTT model is intended to enable each field 
office to focus on specific, assigned threats, helping to prevent the previous 
diffusion of efforts wherein multiple field offices were working the same cyber 
threat and not coordinating efforts. Prior to the implementation of the err, such 
overlapping investigations were a great challenge for the FBI. While its field offices 
each have a territory for which they are responsible, cyber threats are not 
restricted by geographical boundaries, so a territorial model proved ineffective. 
Lastly, the err model is intended to assist the FBI in prioritizing and properly 
allocating resources to each field office based on the threats on which they are 
assigned to work. 

The Cyber Division organizes its headquarters national security intrusion 
threat operational units geographically, including sections responsible for 
identifying, pursuing, and defeating cyber adversaries emanating from Asia, 

5 A threat set Is a specific threat actor group which may be comprised of one or more actors 
but associated as one. 

6 NTPs represent those threat Issues that carry the highest potential for both significant 
damage to national security Interests or public safety and the highest need for additional Investigative 
and Intelligence efforts to be effectively addressed. The operational division Assistant 05rector 
approves this division-level prioritization; however, final approval of all banded threats- Including 
NTPs - rests with the FBI Deputy Director. 
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Eurasia, and Middle East/Africa. Such geographic delineations of responsibility do 
not present the same problems at Cyber Division Headquarters, since responsibility 
for the threats is based on their point or area of origin, and not the multiple U.S. 
jurisdictions where they might have an impact. The threat operational units 
coordinate with the errs and with units of the Cyber Intelligence Section, which 
also are geographically organized and provide actionable intelligence information. 7 

To support the Cyber Division mission, the FBI receives its funding in two 
ways. The FBI receives direct funding through fiscal year appropriations as part of 
the Department of Justice budget. In FY 2016, the FBI Cyber Division received 
$75.3 million in direct funding. In addition, the FBI receives funding through the 
National Intelligence Program (NIP). The NIP provldes funding to six federal 
departments including the FBI, as well as the Central Intelligence Agency, and the 
Office of the Director of National Intelligence. The NIP funds the United States 
Intelligence Community activities such as intelligence co111ec:t1o 
disse that Intel to inform decision maki 

7 The Cyber Intelligence Section Is comprised of the following units: Cyberterrortsm 
Intelligence Unit, Cybar Intelligence Program Unit, Asia Cybar Intelligence Unit, Eurasia Cyber 
Intelligence Unit, Major Cyber Crimes Intelligence Unit, Middle East Intelligence Unit, and Technology 
Cyber Intelligence Unit. 
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Office of the Inspector General Audit Approach 

In August 2015, the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) initiated an audit 
to assess the FBI's cyber threat mitigation strategy. During initial audit work, the 
OIG determined that cyber threat prioritization and resource allocation was a vital 
precursor to mitigating cyber threats. As a result, we refined the audit objective to 
assess how the FBI prioritizes cyber threats. 

The scope of our audit focused primarily on FBI Cyber Division's prioritization 
efforts and resource allocation for FY 2014 through FY 2016 .. The audit team 
interviewed 40 FBI officials, including individuals from the FBI's Cyber Division, 
Directorate of Intelligence, Inspections Division, Office of General Counsel, and 
Resource Planning Office. In addition, we interviewed a former FBI official who was 
the Assistant Director of the FBI Cyber Division at the time the CTT model and 
Threat Examination and Scoping (TExAS) tool were implemented. We conducted 
fieldwork at the Pittsburgh, San Antonio, and Washington Field Offices and the FBI's 
Cyber Initiative and Resource Fusion Unit co-located at the National Cyber Forensics 
Training Alliance (NCFTA). We interviewed the Director of Operations at the NCFTA 
and also interviewed officials from the Air Force Office of Special Investigations and 
the National Security Agency to gain their perspective on cyber threat prioritization. 
The results of our review are detailed in the Findings and Recommendations section 
of this report. See Appendix 1 for further discussion of the audit objective, scope, 
and methodology. 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The FBI uses an enterprise-wide Threat Review and Prioritization (TRP) 
process for operational divisions to annually prioritize threats. 
However, because the criteria used in the TRP process are subjective 
and open to interpretation, we determined that the FBI's TRP process 
does not prioritize cyber threats in an objective, data-driven, 
reproducible, and auditable manner. In addition, because TRP is 
conducted annually, we found that TRP may not be agile enough to 
identify emerging cyber threats in a timely manner. To augment the 
TRP process, the Cyber Division developed the Threat Examination and 
Scoping (TExAS) tool, which uses a largely objective, data-driven, and 
auditable algorithm to prioritize cyber threats. In addition, if used to 
its fullest capability, TExAS can be updated frequently and aid in 
identifying emerging threats. However, we found that the use of 
TExAS has been uneven because the FBI has not established 
permanent written policies and procedures establishing how TExAS 
should be used in relation to the TRP and who should be responsible 
for entering data into TExAS. The potential to integrate TExAS with 
Sentinel, the FBI's case management system, may resolve some of the 
procedural issues by automatically updating TExAS. Lastly, we found 
that the FBI is not able to adequately track agent resource utilization 
by threat because time utilization is tracked by case classification 
code, and some case classification codes include multiple threats. 
Without the ability to track the time agents spend by threat, the FBI 
cannot be sure that it is aligning its cyber resources to its highest 
priority threats, a vital capability for a threat-driven organization. 

Threat Review and Prioritization 

In FY 2010, the FBI began to develop its TRP process and implemented TRP 
in FY 2012. TRP is a standardized prioritization process for the FBI's operational 
divisions to align their resources against the most severe and substantial threats. 9 

The TRP process is conducted on an annual basis by both FBI headquarters and the 
field offices. The TRP results are entered into the FBI Resource Planning Office's 
Integrated Program Management tool. 10 The Cyber Division uses the Integrated 
Program Management tool to select the appropriate impact and mitigation levels 
agreed upon through its TRP sessions. The final output for the TRP process is the 

9 FBI operational divisions Include the Counterterrorism Division, the Counterintelligence 
Division, the Criminal Investigative Division, the Cyber Division, and the Weapons of Mass Destruction 
Directorate. 

10 The Integrated Program Management tool Is an application where FBI headquarters and 
field office TRP Is memorialized. The !PM tool also generates documents and reports, Including each 
field office's mandatory TRP actions and TRP resul.ts. 
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Consolidated Strategy Guide, which documents the annual prioritization of the FBI 
headquarters operational division's threats. 

The Consolidated Strategy Guide is intended to ensure that everyone 
understands the NTPs and other program priorities. This also allows FBI 
headquarters to gain an understanding of threats within each field office's area of 
responsibility and the distribution of threats across the domestic landscape prior to 
determining the succeeding year's NTPs. 

As part of the Cyber Division's TRP process, threats are assembled into a 
single, comprehensive Master Threat Issue List, which is maintained by the FBI 
Directorate of Intelligence. After the Master Threat Issue List is compiled, 
operational divisions prepare for TRP meetings by gathering documentation such as 
case summaries and reviews, raw intelligence reporting, finished intelligence 
products, and threat mitigation strategies. 

After documentation has been compiled, each threat issue is discussed 
individually and prioritized. Participants discuss each threat issue in terms of two 
sets of prioritization criteria: the impact level of the threat and the mitigation level 
needed to address it, both as described in detail below. As shown in Table 1, the 
FBI uses a Threat Issue Matrix to place each threat into one of six threat bands. 11 

All threat issues rated as impact Level 1 and mitigation Level A are ranked as Band 
I threats and designated NTP. Cyber Division threats banded between I-IV are 
considered severe, substantial, efevated, or guarded. Band I threats are severe, 
band II are substantial, band III are elevated, and band IV are guarded. There is 
no Cyber Division designation for threats banded as V or VI. 

11 Threat bands are risk-based prioritized t iers to which particular threat Issues are assigned, 
based on the TRP Impact level and mitigation level criteria . According to the FBI, threat bands help 
minimize debate in prioritization because threat issues do not have to be assigned a unique rank 
number and also provide for greater standardizat ion of actions because It is easier to define 
expectations for a few bands than for multiple ranked threat Issues. All threats within the same band 
level, across operational programs, are constdered by the FBI to be of equal priority. 
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Table1 

Threat Issue Matrix 

Level A m IV 

LaveiB m IV v 

Levelc IV v VI 

ource: OIG based on 

We found that while decisions about each threat's impact and mitigation 
evel made during the Cyber Division's TRP sessions were memorialized In the 
ntegrated Program Management tool and the Cyber Division's annual Consolidated 
trategy Guide, the specific information to support each threat's impact level and 
itigation level was not documented. We did note that the Cyber Division provided 

nformation on the scope of the threat within the Consolidated Strategy Guide for 
ach threat. 

The FBI's Directorate of Intelligence (DI) manages the TRP process and 
ublishes standard guidance for the operational divisions and field offices to use; 

ncluding the criteria for the impact level of the threat and the mitigation resources 
eeded to address the threat. The FBI impact level criteria attempt to measure the 

ikely damage to U.S. critical infrastructure, key resources, public safety, U.S. 
conomy, or the Integrity and operations of government agencies in the coming 
ear based upon FBI's current understanding of the threat issue. Impact level 
riteria seek to represent the negative consequences of the threat issue, nationally. 

The impact level criteria include: (1) these threat issues are likely to cause 
he araatest damage to national interests or public safety in the coming year; (2) 
hese threat issues are likely to cause great damage to national interests or public 
afety in the coming year; (3) these threat issues are likely to cause moderate 
amage to national interests or public safety in the coming year; or (4) these threat 
ssues are likely to cause mjnjmal damage to national interests or public safety in 
he coming year (FBI emphasis added). 12 One FBI official told us that these impact 

12 On May 2, 2016, the OIG conducted an exit conference with the FBI to discuss a draft of 
his report. After the exit conference, the FBI provided the OIG with documentation that 
emonstrated It updated Its TRP Impact level c:rtterfa, affective March 17, 2016, after audit work had 
oncluded. The updated Impact level c:rtterfa, which does not affect this report's findings, states: {1) 
hese threat Issues are likely to cause the most "v'IJI damage to national Interests or public safety 
n the coming year; (2) these threat Issues are likely to cause HDIJI damage to national Interests or 
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cr iteria questions, which are developed and controlled by the Directorate of 
Intelligence, are designed to be interpreted by the operational divisions. 

The three levels of m it igation criteria, which also are standard across the FBI, 
measure the effectiveness of current FBI investigative and intelligence activity 
based upon the following general criteria: ( 1) effectiveness of FBI operational 
activities; (2} operational division understanding of the threat issue at the natlonal 
level; and {3) evolution of the t hreat issue as it pertains to adapting or establishing 
mitigation action. 13 

While the criteria are standardized, we found t hat t hey were inherentry 
subjective. One FBI official told us that the priorit izat ion of the threats was 
essentially a " gut check." Other FBI officials told us that the TRP is vague and 
arbitrary. The Cyber Division Assistant Director told us that t he TRP criteria are 
subjective and assessments can be based on the "loudest person in t he room." 

An example of the impact of t he subj ectivit y of the ranking of threats and 
tion levels under the TRP occur red duri the FY 2016 TRP prc,cess. 

public safety In the coming year; (3) these threat Issues are likely to cause substantjal damage to 
national Interests or public safety In the coming year: or (4) these threat Issues are likely to cause 
limjtad damage to national interests or public safety In the coming year (FBI emphasis added). 
According to the FBI, the Impact criteria language was modified as a result of Inconsistencies Identified 
by the Directorate of Intell igence. 

13 After the May 2, 2016 exit conferencet the FBI provided the OIG with documentation that 
the Deputy Director approved the removal of the criteria language · evolution of the threat issue as it 
pertains to adapting or establishing mitigation action." According to the FBI, the removal of the 
mitigation criteria language was Intended to encourage the Integrity of the process and to prevent 
threats from being banded higher than they should be. The removal of this mitigation level criteria, 
which does not affect the findings contained In this report, became effective on March 17, 2016. 
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While we view the FBI's efforts to prioritize threats across the enterprise as a 
vital step in the mitigation process, we believe that TRP's subjective terminology is 
a substantial weakness in the FBI's efforts at prioritizing cyber threats. Because 
the criteria used In the TRP process are subjective and open to interpretation, we 
determined that the FBI's TRP process does not prioritize cyber threats In an 
objective, data-driven, reproducible, and auditable manner. We believe that the 
Cyber Division's threat prioritization process should rely on objective, data-driven 
criteria and should produce auditable rankings. Furthermore, we believe that 
because the TRP is a subjective process, cyber threats that require the greatest 
resources may not receive the highest priority. 

Threat Examination and Scoping Tool 

The Cyber Division must continually prioritize known and emerging threats 
because cyber actors adapt and alter their tactics and techniques rapidly. 
According to the FBI, the collaborative prioritization of threats is crucial to the 
successful implementation of the Cyber Division's CTT model, which is Intended to 
enable each field office to focus on specific, assigned threats. As a result, in 
February 2014, the Cyber Division began developing the TExAS model, a 
prioritization framework tool. According to the FBI, TExAS is a software tool that 
(1) assesses the global cyber threat landscape and the impact of the FBI's response 
to those threats In an agile, transparent, and auditable manner; (2) aligns those 
assessments with the Cyber Division's CTT model; and (3) informs the creation of 
FBI's Master Threat Issue Ust. 

Using an algorithm and a series of 53 weighted questions, the TExAS tool 
assigns each threat a numerical score with the most severe threats receiving the 
highest scores. According to its draft Cyber Division Policy Guide, the Cyber 
Division will require the use of the TExAS algorithm to assist the Cyber Division TRP 
process by providing an objective, data-driven, prioritization of cyber threats. 16 

Unlike the responses provided for the TRP impact levels, each answer 
provided In TExAS must be supported by a document demonstrating the underlying 
rationale for the answer. The questions in TExAS are intended to be objective and 
auditable. For example, one question asks the user whether there is evidence of 

15 We did not receive any docum-ntatlon Indicating that the Reid omc. lost any resources to 
address this threat as a result of It being downgraded from a NTP to a substantial threat. 

16 As of March 2016, the draft FBI Cyber Division Polley Guide had not been finalized. 
According to the FBI, the draft policy guide has been under final review since October 22, 2015. An 
estimated date for final publication was unknown at the time this report was drafted. 
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disruption or destruction of nuclear powered electricity and energy production and 
transmission systems or resources that facilitate those functions. However, we 
found that some questions, which appear to be adopted from Presidential Policy 
Directive 21 (PPD-21) -Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience, do not 
contain the definitions necessary to inform the user about the criteria for making 
accurate selections. 17 For example, one question asks whether the target is a small 
business, but does not define what constitutes a small business. 

We were told by the FBI official who devetoped TExAS that some questions 
were initially designed to cover the overarching crittcal infrastructures as defined by 
PPD-21 and other questions mirrored information from the National Security 
Council's Critical Incident Severity Schema. 18 That same FBI official explained that 
clarity had not been provided by the Cyber Division to further define the 
terminologies. In instances where definitions could be made clearer for the user, 
we were told that the FBI would work to create definitions and clearer language in 
TExAS. Because the development of the TExAS tool is not fully mature, we did not 
take issue with the questions and definitions; however, we believe for the FBI to 
maximize the benefit of TExAS, the FBI needs to ensure that the questions and 
potential responses are adequately defined. 

According to FBI officials, TExAS has the capability to include intelligence 
from other agencies, the United States Intelligence Community, private industry, 
and foreign partners to inform FBI's prioritization and strategy. For example, a 
response in TExAS can be supported with documentation from a United States 
Intelligence Community partner for a threat as to which the FBI Jacks visibility. The 
tool also is capable of providing data visualizations, which can help inform FBI 
decision makers about prioritizing or otherwise allocating resources toward new 
national security cyber intrusion threats, or towards national security intrusion 
threats where more intelligence is needed. 

The TExAS tool was cited in the 9/11 Review Commission's March 2015 
report as a possible best practice within the FBI. 19 Specifically, the 9/11 Review 
Commission stated that TExAS is "uniform and objective-based across all computer 
intrusion threats." Additionally, TExAS allows FBI management to prioritize or 
otherwise allocate resources towards emerging intrusion sets, or intrusion sets that 
the FBI has limited intelligence on today, to prepare for the future. According to 

17 Issued on February 12, 2013, PPD 21 advances a national unity of effort to strengthen and 
maintain secure, functioning, and resilient critical Infrastructure. PPD 21 directs the Executive Branch 
to develop a situational awareness capability that addresses both physical and cyber aspects of how 
Infrastructure is functioning in near real-time. 

18 The Critical Incident Severity Schema is used to support and Inform Interagency 
coordination efforts by cyber centers, departments and agencies, including the FBI, with a cyber 
mission, and the National Security Council (PPD-1) system. We did not assess the Schema, or 
interagency coordination In response to cyber threats, as part of this review. 

19 9/11 Review Commission, The FBI: Protecting the Homeland in the 21st Century, (March 
2015). 
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the 9/11 Review Commission, the FBI intended to have the CITs update the threat 
Information in TExAS every 30 days. 

In addition to our concerns about the clarity of some of the definitions for 
some of the questions TExAS asks, we also have concerns about the FBI's plan for 
updating TExAS every 30 days as cited by the 9/11 Review Commission. We found 
that, a year after the 9/11 Review Commission's March 2015 report, the FBI still 
had not clearly defined the roles and responsibilities for updating TExAS. In its 
Initial iteration, one Supervisory Special Agent and one Computer Scientist 
managed TExAS, including entering all of the data and supporting documents for all 
of the threats. For FY 2016, the same Supervisory Special Agent and Computer 
Scientist managed the TExAS application, but the Cyber Intelligence Section 
entered all of the data into TExAS. In January 2016, we were told that 
management of TExAS was shifting from the Cyber Division's Cyber Operations 
Section IV to the Cyber Intelligence Section and various CTTs were conducting a 
pilot where they entered the data for relevant threats into TExAS from field offices 
around the country ahead of the FY 2017 TRP process. 20 

Since its implementation, the TExAS tool has been managed without 
documented policies and procedures detailing the roles and responsibilities for 
entering data about each threat. While several electronic communications have 
been issued to coordinate efforts and advise stakeholders of enhancements to 
TExAS, the Cyber Division has not issued a policy directive, in draft or final, 
describing: (1) who is responsible for managing TExAS' questions and answers or 
its algorithm, (2) who is responsible for entering data into TExAS, (3) how 
frequently TExAS data should be updated, or ( 4) how TExAS results should be 
reconciled with the results of the TRP process. FBI officials told us that this has 
resulted in confusion about responsibilities, infrequent data entry, and inconsistent 
prioritization results. We believe that the FBI should document policies and 
procedures and provide training for the use of the methodology, including who 
should enter the data, how frequently, and how the data should be used in 
prioritizing cyber threats. 

As discussed previously, program management of the FBI prioritization 
process resides in the Directorate of Intelligence, which also sets the FBI 
Intelligence Program priorities and manages the intelligence functions within the 
FBI. During our audit work, an FBI official told us that the weighted questions that 
comprise TExAS must be approved by the Cyber Intelligence Section because the 
Directorate of Intelligence is responsible for the prioritization process. 

20 The Cyber Operations Section IV Is a headquarters based section responsible for enabling, 
supporting, and coordinating FBI global cyber operations. One of the roles of the Cyber Operations 
Section IV is to provide the Cyber Division with the resources and expertise to create flexible, rapid
response operational capabilities specifically designed to address the operational requirements of all of 
the Cyber Division's threat units. 
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va nged 
15 and FY 2016 was who entered the 

data into TExAS. Given the subjectivity of t he TRP process, we cannot conclude 
that the relative lack of alignment between TExAS and TRP is bad in itself. 
However, we believe other factors concerning the implementation of the TExAS tool 
contributed to the size of the discrepancy. FBI officials told us that inputting data 
into TExAS has been an uneven administrative burden for some units, and that a 
lack of clearly defined roles and responsibilities for proper input of information into 
the TExAS tool, and limitations of the TExAS tool might have contributed to the 
difference in the TRP and TExAS results. 

As an example, for the FY 2016 TExAS banding, the units that comprise of 
the Cyber Intelligence Section entered the information for the threats covered 
into the TExAS tool. 

o burden of manually entering sufficient data is a 
challenge for the Cyber Division. 

While we believe that the TExAS tool is not fully mature, and the results it 
produces are only as good as the data entered into it, we believe that the Cyber 
Division's development of the TExAS tool is a best practice, which also may have 
applications for the other FBI operational divisions. We believe that as cyber 
threats continue to increase in size and complexity, the FBI's ability to effectively 
prioritize the most serious threats will increasingly require objective, data-driven 
means of assessing the severity of threats. The use of a data-driven, objective, 
and auditable methodology to scope and prioritize cyber threats provides the FBI 
with a reproducible prioritization process. While TExAS currently is designed to 
augment the Cyber Division's TRP process, we believe its methodology could 
streamline the prioritization process in other operational divisions as well. 

! ! In February 2016, an FBI official told us that TExAS has been upgraded to enable users to 
Indicate the presence of documentation at higher classification levels. 
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Timeliness in Prioritizing Emerging Cyber Threats 

Beclluse TRP Is lin annual process, it mlly not be frequent enough to handle 
emerging cyber threats, which receive little emphasis in the TRP process. The 
cyber threat landscape changes quickly as cyber actors develop new tllctics lind 
techniques to counter the responses taken by the private sector, the FBI, and the 
other agencies involved in countering cyber threats. However, FBI officials told us 
thllt it Is difficult to act on cyber threats not ranked in the top bands because even 
the highly ranked threllts do not have the appropriate resources. While we 
commend the FBI for prioritizing the threats it ranks to be the most severe, we 
believe that the FBI's prioritization needs to be llgile enough to consistently spot 
emerging threllts during the intervals between the annual TRP process. 

As discussed previously, the draft Cyber Division policy will require that the 
TExAS application support the TRP process. TExAS is more objective than TRP and, 
if properly Implemented, can prioritize threats more frequently and more efficiently 
than TRP. A Cyber Division official told the OIG thllt it Intends to have Sentinel, the 
FBI's cllse management system, automatically updllte TExAS with available datll 
once a day In FY 2017 and to hllve the applicable CIT field offices mllnually enter 
the datll thllt Sentinel cannot transfer every 30 dllys. The 9/11 Review Commission 
stated that the "real-time updates represent a useful augmentation to the TRP 
because It allows for transparency- intelligence llnalysts and decision-makers can 
clearly visulllize the threats - and it also indiclltes new [emerging] and/or adllpting 
threats.n The 9/11 Review Commission also noted that, under the current system, 
once Cyber Division resources are allocllted under the annual TRP process, the 
division had to scramble to reallocate existing resources to address any newly
identified threats. 

If integrated with Sentinel, we believe that the TExAS tool has the potential 
to provide a current picture of the threat landscape. According to an FBI Sentinel 
official, interfacing TExAS with Sentinel would not be difficult because the interface 
design already exists. Sentinel integration would assist the Cyber Division in 
overcoming the burden of manually updllting the tool. 

We believe that TExAS should be designed to provide updates to the Cyber 
Division at least every 30 days in order to identify emerging threllts and adapting 
known threats. If emerging threllts are not identified or addressed in a timely 
manner, the FBI may well not be allocating appropriate resources to signifiCllnt 
emerging cyber national security matters. 
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Tracking the Utilization of Investigative Resources 

As a related matter, we found, and the FBI acknowledged, that it is not 
currently possible to track the resources allocated to each cyber threat. As 
described above, all of the FBI's operational divisions use the TRP process to 
priorit ize the threats for which they are responsible, and the Cyber Division uses 
the err model to assist in allocation of resources by threat. For example, all 
severe (or NTP) and substantial threats must be assigned to a Strategic Threat 
Execution office. Severe threats are also allocated up to two dedicated Cyber 
Division Supervisory Special Agent Threat Managers at headquarters, at least one 
of which is an experienced Cyber Agent. However, the FBI currently tracks its 
agents' investigative efforts using its Time Utilization and Recordkeeping (TURK) 
system. TURK is a process within the FBI's WebTA system and is unable to track 
agents' effort on a specific threat. 22 Agents using TURK record their proportion of 
t ime spent on various case classification codes, not the threats that they are 
invest igating. Because the FBI cannot track resources dedicated to each threat, it 
cannot ensure that resources are being applie~ to threats appropriately. 

During our fieldwork, we determined that multiple threats use the same 
classification code, and case classification codes remain static from year 
to r while threats chan 

ng to 
ose w mu to use TURK data 

to measure the amount of resources allocated to a threat, and the FBI does not 
have any other measure of agent time that would address this. We were told by an 
FBI official that TURK data may be used in cases where only one threat is 
associated with a given case classification, a circumstance that is Ukely only for 
lower priority threats. 

Hence, while the FBI prioritizes its efforts and resources by threat, it has no 
way to track the resources it expends addressing each threat. We discussed the 
issue with FBI officia Is who acknowledged t he issue, and we were told that they are 
working on a solution . The FBI officials told us that several interrelated systems 
would need to be updated in order to use TURK data to measure the resources 
allocated to threats. In addit ion, the same FBI officials told us that because 
classification codes do not align to threats, there would be historical data 
implications to updating the TURK system to track t ime utilization by threat. We 
believe the FBI should develop and implement a record keeping system that tracks 
agent time utilization by threat. Without the ability to track the time agents spend 
by threat, the FBI cannot be sure that it is appropriately aligning its cyber resources 

22 WebTA Is the FBI's web-based system to record time and attendance data. While all FBI 
employees use WebTA, only operational employees must utilize the FBI TURK system to tri!lck their 
time. For i!lgents, only non-mani!lgement field agents TURK. In addJtlon, non-agent positions mi!ly 
TURK, Including Intelligence Analysts, Computer Scientists, and Financial Ani!llysts. 
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to its highest priority threats, a vital capability for a threat-driven organization in 
the current cyber climate. 
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Conclusion 

We found the criteria used in the TRP process are subjective and open to 
interpretation. As a result, the FBI's TRP process does not prioritize cyber threats 
using an algorithmic, objective, data-driven, reproducible, and auditable manner. 
In addition, we found that TRP may not be agile enough to identify emerging cyber 
threats. We believe that as cyber threats continue to increase in size and 
complexity, lack of objective, data driven prioritization can hinder the FBI's ability 
to effectively prioritize the most serious threats. The Cyber Division's newly 
developed TExAS tool, used in conjunction with the existing enterprise-wide TRP 
process, offers the FBI a data-driven, objective, and auditable methodology capable 
of scoping and prioritizing cyber threats. However, we found that TExAS lacks 
written policies and procedures outlining data entry and how the data should be 
used in prioritizing threats. 

If the FBI achieves its intended integration with Sentinel, we believe that 
TExAS, or a system of similar ability, has the potential to provide a current picture 
of the cyber threat landscape, including emerging cyber threats as well as known 
threats that are adapting techniques, tactics, and procedures that receive little 
emphasis in the annual FBI TRP process. While we recognize that any system is 
only as good as the data entered into it, we believe an application like TExAS, is a 
best practice that could streamline the prioritization within the Cyber Division and 
potentially across other FBI operational divisions. 

Additionally, we found that the FBI is not able to adequately track agent 
resource utilization by threat. As a result, the FBI cannot be sure that it is aligning 
its cyber resources to the highest priority threats. We believe the FBI should 
develop and implement a record keeping system that tracks agent time utilization 
by threat. 

The FBI has taken significant steps towards prioritizing the cyber threats it 
must address. We believe that greater reliance on objective and auditable 
information in the threat ranking process will enhance the FBI's ability to accurately 
and efficiently prioritize cyber threats and direct resources accordingly. A key 
requirement for a threat driven organization is the ability to track resources 
according to threat, and we find that the FBI can improve in this area. 
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Recommendations 

We recommend that the FBI: 

1. Utilize a algorithmic, data-driven, and objective methodology in the 
scoping and prioritization of cyber threats, including: 

• Document policies and procedures and provide training for the use 
of the methodology, including who should enter the data and how 
the data should be used in prioritizing cyber threats. 

• Ensure that the results of the threat ranking tool are updated 
automatically through integration with Sentinel and updated 
manually at least every 30 days so that emerging threats can be 
identified and mitigated in a timely manner. 

2. Develop and implement a record keeping system that tracks agent time 
utilization by threat. 
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STATEMENT ON INTERNAL CONTROLS 

As required by the Government Auditing Standards, we tested, as 
appropriate, internal controls significant within the context of our audit objectives. 
A deficiency in an internal control exists when the design or operation of a control 
does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their 
assigned functions, to timely prevent or detect: (1} impairments to the 
effectiveness and efficiency of operations, (2} misstatements in financial or 
performance information, or (3} violations of laws and regu lations. Our evaluation 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI} internal controls was not made for the 
purpose of providing assurance on its internal control structure as a whole. FBI 
management is responsible for the establishment and maintenance of internal 
controls. 

As noted in the Findings and Recommendations section of this report, we 
identified deficiencies in the FBI's internal controls that are significant within the 
context of the audit objective and based upon the audit work performed that we 
believe adversely affect the FBI's ability to effectively priorttize cyber threats and 
adequately track agent resource utilization by threat. 

Because we are not expressing an opinion on the FBI's internal control 
structure as a whole, this statement is intended solely for the information and use 
of the FBI. This restriction is not intended to limit the distribution of this report, 
which is a matter of public record. 
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STATEMENT ON COMPLIANCE 
WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

As required by the Government Auditing Standards we tested, as appropriate 
given our audit scope and objectives, selected transactions, records, procedures, 
and practices to obtain reasonable assurance that the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation's (FBI) management complied with federal laws and regulations, for 
which noncompliance, in our judgment, could have a material effect on the results 
of our audit. FBI's management is responsible for ensuring compliance with 
applicable federal laws and regulations. In planning our audit, we identified the 
following laws and regulations that concerned the operations of the auditee and 
that were significant within the context of the audit objectives: 

• Executive Order 13636 

Our audit included examining, on a test basis, the FBI's compliance with the 
aforementioned laws and regulations that could have a material effect on the FBI's 
operations, through interviewing FBI personnel, analyzing data, examining 
procedural practices, and assessing internal control procedures. Nothing came to 
our attention that caused us to believe that the FBI was not in compliance with the 
aforementioned laws and regulations. 
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APPENDIX 1 

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

Objective 

The preliminary objective of our audit was to assess the FBI's cyber threat 
mitigation strategy. During preliminary fieldwork, we determined that each cyber 
threat may have a different threat mitigation strategy. In order for the FBI to 
develop a strategy for each cyber threat, the FBI must prioritize threats and 
allocate resources to each threat. As a result, we refined our audit objective to 
assess how the FBI prioritizes cyber threats. 

Scope and Methodology 

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform 
the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for 
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective. We believe that the 
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives. 

Our audit focused on the FBI Cyber Division's threat prioritization efforts and 
related resource allocation to each threat. The scope of our review encompassed 
the Cyber Division's prioritization and resource allocation from FY 2014 through FY 
2016. 

To accomplish our audit objective, we interviewed 40 FBI officials, including 
individuals from the FBI's Cyber Division, Directorate of Intelligence, Inspections 
Division, Office of General Counsel, and Resource Planning Office. In addition, we 
interviewed the former Assistant Director of the Cyber Division in place during the 
scope of our audit. We conducted fieldwork at the Pittsburgh, San Antonio, and 
Washington Field Offices and the FBI's Cyber Initiative and Resource Fusion Unit co
located at the National Cyber Forensics Training Alliance (NCFTA). We interviewed 
the Director of Operations at the NCFTA and also interviewed officials from the Air 
Force Office of Special Investigations and the National Security Agency to gain their 
perspective on cyber threat prioritization. 

To gain a better understanding on the Cyber Division's prioritization efforts 
and related resource allocation to threats, we reviewed the draft version of the 
Cyber Division Policy Guide and the TURK Policy Directive. We also reviewed FBI's 
policies and guidance related to intelligence programs and products. In addition, 
we reviewed and began evaluating planning documentation and reports on the 
TExAS tool. 
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APPENDIX 2 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION'S 
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT 

u.s. ne,.rtmnt or J10tln: 

WuhlnKVm, ll.C. :!053~1 

Jur11:: 3fl, 20 I 6 

Till: lluounble ~I E. Huruwitx 
ln.'lfiCCirlr General 
Office orlbo Inspector Ocncral 
U.S.~tufJ~ 
CJSO Pcnnsyl~i11 A\'Cnue, N.W. 
Wuhii!JIOn. DC 20530 

JlarrMr. Horowitz: 

The Fedmd Dumw of In~lipliun (FBI) Hpprc.:iales lh~: oppurtunily lu n:vic:w und 
respond lo )WI' office's report c:nlitbl, Audh t!/tiN FttdclrtJt Rurmu tJf l~tnttiJguiiiHI ',, ()birr 
'T1rntal Prlorltimllort. 

We are pleued !bat )'OU !Ound, ''lhe fBI Ills Iaten sJgllificam SfCpS t~ds prloritizfua 
the t)'bel' threats it muu addresa." 

We astee that It illlmporwtt fD both utlllu objeah-e lnf'omwion In tbc thJatt rmldng 
proccs., IIJid l111J11emcnt Ut)*tn that allaWR for macl:lng qent tlme utilization by thnm. In rhat 
rc:pnl, we CUIIQir wilh yc1ur twu m:c•mmendatlon~ for the: fBI. 

Should )'CIU have any questions, feel free to contDct me:. We grcally appn:c:i11k: lhc 
proti:saiooalism of your audlt ltllft'throutbout this matter. 

;;2'c~ 
/ ~~~- Lanpbc:rs 

~cc:tion Chi~r 
F.~et~oomr.al AudiL1111d C'.umpli11111:0 Soctlon 
lm.pa:tinu J)i,·ision 
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The Falenl B11n11u oflaYCttJRJ~tlon'sRespoase te tlae 
Office of the IDJpector General'• Audit of the 1-'81'~ l:ybcr Tltrc•l l'riurilW.tlun 

Report Recommend aden Nl: (U) Uti) izc an algoritlunic. data dri.,·cn. and objective 
mclbodolo~n~ in the scoping and prioritization of ey ~r threat stu. lncludlng: 

• Out: umcnL poli~.ic:~ und procc:dun:~ ami pruvi~ tnrini118 fur the u:;c: uf the: mc:thutMogy. 
including who shuuld cnlc:r the: &lata und hnw the: ulllll shuuld he: Uic:d in priurili:r.ing cybc:r 
lhrc:ut sc:ls, 

• l:nHtm: 11ud lhc: T'C!iUitll ul"lhc lhn::llt nmking liHII Itrc updlltc:u ~tulumutically thruugh 
inh:gn~lion '"ilh Sentinel and updulc:d miU'Iuully ut lcasl C:\'CT)' 30 days sn \hill emerging 
lhrcm m:ls CHn he idc:nlilit:d uml miliSHic:d in u limc:ly munncr. 

FBI Rnpumu: to Rn."'mmenwdi11n HI: Cnru:ur. rnlidec~sn: cum:ntly belnp. drafb:d whlch will 
include: idcntif)'ing lhc ('lllr1ics ~pon!llhle fur maintaining and manap,ing the development nf 
THxAS, 11.~ wc:ll WI whu will he n:NJlnnKihlc: li,r c:nlt:rin~ diiLa into Tl!xAS. We've begun drafting 
a wmmunicutions plun II;) inftmn end usc:n ubuutlhc: Cllming chanp,cR to '1'1::.'1(/\S and cducatinJ! 
lhc:m nn lhc Jllll'fiii!W: und l l~e uf I he: tuul. 

TExAS willl:(m\inue 11.1111:rvc: a.c. a !ILartinp. )Kl int for dlscussioru on~ ranking of cybcr 
lhTCIIL'I. Ciivt:n the: cht'l!\ilicutinn ltrnlmtinM nflli l<AS, rankinss In THx/~S \\ill be mrpplcmcntcd 
by the cxpc:rtisc: of 11naly:~ts 1tntl invcsligutur~ to d.:tt:nnint: lilllll mnldngs of cyber threalll. 

Ml G~hc:r Oivision i~ ol~ currently work:lng with the Sentinel dcvclopmcut lc:am in the: 
Infonnauiun Tech Applii!MI.iun!o and J)IILl Lllvislon to integrate !bxAS func:tiooality into the 
Sentinel document .;n:uli•m JlfiiL!cM. Once Sentlnelll J.:.xAS lntcjlration has bccu completed. 
pulicy suichmc.:c: will he prnvlded ttl lhe field fulm Cybcr Uh•lslon clC81'ly stating c:xp~:e laliun~ 
rcganling btw.· l"n:qucnlly rcL>tlrcbl 11hould be entered Into TE'lAS to c:nsun: l&md nnkings uc 
updated at least n'CI)' :m dllyll. 

Rtport RccDmmcndadoD Nl: ( U) Dcvc:lop and implam.Til u r~:unl k~ping !'>~stem that tracks 
agent time util i:.o.atlnn by thn:at set. 

FBI Rapon11c In Rcc:nmmendatioa 1¥2: Concur. The FBI CLmCiml with the n~d to develop ami 
fmplr:mc:nl u ~mt keeping ll)l!ltem that tracks ~~~oocnt time: amJ utilrLHtiuu hy Llnl2L 111e HH Jw 
as~cmhlcd alc:llm to begin anal)-zill~ the data. pruce-;11. n:Jlnrh, workload, llDd IT S}'Slt'ms 

rcquiremenu that would be: impuetcd by lhc: pmpcucd chnnge. 
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APPENDIX 3 

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF ACTIONS 

NECESSARY TO CLOSE THE REPORT 

The OIG provided a draft of this audit report to the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI). The FBI's response is incorporated in Appendix 2 of this final 
report. The following provides the OIG analysis of the response and summary of 
actions necessary to close the report. 

Recommendation: 

1. Utilize an algorithmic, data driven, and objective methodology in the 
scoping and prioritization of cyber threat sets, including: 

• Document policies and procedures and provide training for the use 
of the methodology, including who should enter the data and how 
the data should be used in prioritizing cyber threat sets. 

• Ensure that the results of the threat ranking tool are updated 
automatically through integration with Sentinel and updated 
manually at least every 30 days so that emerging threat sets can 
be identified and mitigated in a timely manner. 

Resolved. The FBI concurred with our recommendation. In its response, the 
FBI stated that policies are being drafted that identify the parties responsible 
for maintaining and managing the development of TExAS, including who 
should be responsible for entering data into TExAS. The FBI also stated that 
TExAS will continue to serve as a starting point for discussions on the ranking 
of cyber threats and will be supplemented by the expertise of analysts and 
investigators to determine final rankings of cyber threats. In addition, the 
FBI stated that the Cyber Division is currently working with the Sentinel 
development team to integrate TExAS functionality. According to the FBI, 
once the integration is completed, policy guidance will be provided from the 
Cyber Division clearly stating expectations to ensure threat rankings are 
updated at least every 30 days. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the FBI is 
utilizing an algorithmic, data driven, and objective methodology in the 
seeping and prioritization of cyber threat sets; documenting relevant policies 
and procedures; providing training for the use of the methodology; and 
ensuring that the results of its threat ranking tool are updated at least every 
30 days. 
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2. Develop and implement a record keeping system that tracks agent 
time utilization by threat set. 

Resolved. The FBI concurred with our recommendation. In its response, the 
FBI stated that it has assembled a team to begin analyzing the data, process, 
reports, workload, and IT systems requirements that would be impacted by 
implementing a system that tracks agent time and utilization by threat set. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the FBI 
has developed and implemented a record keeping system that tracks agent 
time utilization by threat set. 
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